Purpose. The purpose of this study was to determine if aging affects meibum lipid composition in non-meibomian gland dysfunction (MGD)/non-dry eye (DE) population. Aging has been repeatedly linked to pathological changes in various tissues and organs, including the onset of MGD and DE, in a number of clinical and population-wide surveys. Both conditions have been associated with abnormal meibum secretion and composition, among other factors. However, the chemical basis for such a connection has not been established yet.

Methods. To identify and characterize possible changes in the meibum and meibogenesis with aging, lipidomic analyses of meibum samples collected from human subjects of two age groups – young (29 ± 5 years, n = 21) and elderly (68 ± 7 years, n = 29) – with similar male to female ratios in each group were conducted. Intact lipid species from major lipid groups of meibum (such as wax esters, cholesteryl esters, free cholesterol, triacylglycerols, etc.) were compared using lipidome-wide untargeted (such as Principal Component Analysis) and targeted (such as Orthogonal Projections to Latent Structures Discriminant Analysis) approaches, along with focused analyses of specific lipid species in liquid-chromatography mass spectrometry (LC-MS) and tandem mass spectrometry (MS-MS) experiments.

Results. Extremely high similarities of meibum lipids in the two age groups were observed, with only minor changes in the individual lipid species. The magnitude of the intergroup variability for tested lipid species was comparable to the intragroup variability for the same meibum components. No statistically significant differences in the lipid esterification, elongation, and unsaturation patterns were observed.

Conclusions. Chronological aging itself seems to have only minor effect on meibogenesis in healthy, non-MGD/non-DE subjects.
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In previous studies, aging has been repeatedly associated with the onset of dry eye (DE) and meibomian gland dysfunction (MGD) in humans. A significant number of publications reported that DE (in its evaporative form) and MGD are related to changes in either quantity or quality of meibum produced by meibomian glands (MGs). The adverse changes in the quantity of produced meibum can be either of hyposecretory or hypersecretory nature. The former is, typically, associated with either MG dropout, which is a common, age-related abnormality that is described as MG atrophy resulting in partial or complete arrest of meibum production, or MG obstruction – a blockage of MG orifices and/or ducts that impede meibum delivery from the glands onto the ocular surface, or both. The hyposecretory form of MGD, on the other hand, may be related to either MG hypertrophy or higher expressibility of meibum. The quality (i.e. composition) of meibum can also change in response to adverse effects of inflammation (such as in chalazia), systemic lipid disorders, as demonstrated in a mouse model, and, possibly, diet.

Although the effects of aging on MG morphology and physiology have been reported before, information on its possible association with actual biochemical changes in meibum is scarce. Most of existing reports came from studies that utilized infrared spectrometry (IR) and nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy (NMR), to characterize differences between meibum samples collected from donors of different ages. Although difficult to quantitate, major conclusions that were drawn from those studies were: (1) a two-fold shortening of the overall length of meibomian lipids with aging, and (2) a concomitant, also two-fold, increase in their degree of unsaturation. The first conclusion was based on an estimate of the overall ratio of terminal (end) alkyl CH₂ groups to internal methylene CH₂ groups, whereas the second – on the increase in the number of double bounds in meibomian lipids, which both went up with aging. Also...
reported were relative increases in the cholesteryl esters (CEs), a decrease in lipid peroxidation in meibum of patients with MGD, and, controversially, its increase in the tears of the elderly, detected chromatographically measuring malondialdehyde – a marker of lipid peroxidation.

Notwithstanding the importance of these observations, it needs to be emphasized that changes in many parameters measured by IR and/or NMR in complex lipid mixtures (such as the meibum) cannot be attributed to any specific lipid, group of lipids, or even a specific lipid class, and, thus, to any specific subpathways of meibogenesis. Indeed, neither NMR nor IR can differentiate between wax esters (WES), (O)-acyl-o-hydroxy fatty acids (OAHFA), CEs of OAHFA (CHl-OAHA), and diacylated ω,ω-diol (DiAD) in a mixture as these lipid classes have identical groups/bonds, such as esters [−(CH2)n−C(O)−O−(CH2)m−], terminal methyl and methylene groups [CH3−(CH2)n−], and dienes [−CH2−CH=CH−CH2−], and so do CEs and CHl-OAHA which share [−(CH2)n−C(O)−O−CHl, CH2−(CH2)m−] and diene groups. Thus, it remained unclear which groups of lipids were affected, and which genes, enzymes, and receptors should be targeted to alleviate the effects of aging on MG and meibogenesis.

A more appropriate liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry (LC-MS) approach was used in another earlier study to determine the effects of aging on polar and neutral lipids in human meibum. However, the main conclusion drawn from those experiments that both groups of lipids were adversely affected by aging, was based on erroneous lipid characterization: The mass-to-charge ratio (unitless) (m/z) values of “neutral lipids” reported in that study (between 110 and 150; table 3 and figure 3, ibid.) as analyte identifiers could not possibly belong to any lipid, as even shortest neutral lipids – WE and CE – would produce the m/z values in the 400 to 800 range. The data on "polar lipids" (table 2; ibid.) show changes in a group of MS signals with m/z values varying from 163 to 873, none of which could be attributed to any known lipid species as no authentic values varying from 163 to 873, none of which could be attributed to any known lipid species as no authentic values that would be sufficient for elemental analyses were reported, meaning that the goals of the study remained largely unattained.

Thus, the actual molecular basis for a connection between DE/MGD and quality of meibum has not been firmly established yet, and it is still unknown how, or even if, aging affects meibum in the non-MGD/non-DE population. To provide an insight into the possible changes in meibomian lipid homeostasis with aging, in the current study, we compared the meibum of young adults and the elderly using a combination of ultra-high performance LC and high resolution MS.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Reagents**

Lipid standards were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA) and Nu-Chek Prep., Inc. (Elysian, MN, USA), HPLC or MS grade organic solvents (iso-propanol [IPA], acetonitrile [AcN], methanol [MeOH], chloroform [CHCl3], and water) and ammonium formate (99.98%) were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich, Burdick & Jackson (Muskegon, MI, USA), and Thermo Fisher Scientific (Waltham, MA, USA). Ultra-high pure nitrogen was used for sample preparation.

**LC-MS Equipment**

A Synapt G2-Si quadrupole time-of-flight mass spectrometer, a Zspray housing, IonSabre-II atmospheric pressure chemical ionization (APCI) ion source, a LockSpray unit, a binary Acuity M-Class chromatograph with an autoinjector, C18 BEH (1 × 100 mm, 1.7 μm) and C8 BEH (2.1 × 100 mm, 1.7 μm) columns were from Waters Corp. (Milford, MA, USA).

**Human Subjects and Collection of Meibum Samples**

The volunteers were recruited at the University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center in Dallas (UTSWMC, Dallas, TX, USA), Kyoto Prefectural University of Medicine (KPUM, Japan), and the affiliated Kyoto City Hospital (KCH, Japan). Collection procedures were approved by the Institutional Review Boards at UTSW, KPUM, and KCH. Young (20–35 year old) and elderly (60–90 year old) healthy subjects with no symptoms consistent with MGD or DE were selected for this study. Volunteers were recruited from the local population in Kyoto, Japan, and Dallas, Texas. Exclusion criteria for Asian volunteers were as follows: anatomic and/or functional abnormality of eyelids, ocular allergies, history of eye surgery, contact lens wear, antiglaucoma treatment, and continued use of local or systemic antimicrobial or steroid medication. After signing informed consent forms, volunteers were treated in accordance with the tenets set forth in the Declaration of Helsinki. Both eyes of each patient were examined using a slit-lamp microscope. Lid-margin abnormality (vascularity, displacement of the mucocutaneous junction, and irregularity) and obstruction of MG orifices, such as plugging, were evaluated according to Japanese MGD diagnostic criteria. The tear film breakup time (FBUT) was measured three times consecutively after the instillation of fluorescein and the median value was adopted. Reduced meibum expression in response to moderate digital pressure was scored from 0 to 3. Meiboscores for upper and lower eyelids were determined using noncontact meibography and assigned values from 0 to 3. All volunteer subjects in this study did not meet either Japanese MGD diagnostic criteria or DE criteria (FBUT ≤5 seconds). Less scored eye was selected for meibum collection. Therefore, the meibum was collected from both upper and lower eyelids of one eye. When there were no differences in the score, the right eye was selected for meibum collection. In the United States, eligible donors underwent similar ocular examination as described earlier. After cleaning the eyelid rims with cotton swabs and numbing theocular tissues with a few drops of proparacaine, meibum samples were collected using gentle expression from the eyelids and platinum microspatulas. Meibum samples were dissolved and stored in small volumes (typically, 1 mL) of CHCl3/MeOH = 3:1 (v/v) solvent mixture in sealed glass HPLC autoinjector vials at −20 to −80°C before further processing.

The age and sex distribution of study subjects is shown in the Table. None of the donors had a history of DE or MGD. Some elderly donors displayed minor to mild age-related MG dropout.
Analytical Procedures

Before the analyses, the solvent was evaporated from the samples under a stream of nitrogen and the oily/waxy residue was redissolved in a small volume (typically, 1 mL) of IPA. The samples were centrifuged at 1000 g for 1 minute and then analyzed by LC-MS, as described before. Depending on the concentration of the sample, between 0.3 and 1 μL of its stock solution in IPA was injected.

Two types of chromatographic columns – C8 and C18 – were used to analyze meibum samples. The C8 column was used in combination with isotropic elution of the analytes in a 95% IPA: 5% 10 mM ammonium formate in water solvent mixture (IPA95) at a flow rate of 20 μL/min and a temperature of 35°C. All analytes eluted between 12 and 20 minutes of a 25-minute long run. This approach minimized dilution of the analytes and resulted in a condensed chromatogram of a 25-minute long run. This approach led to an almost baseline separation of a large number of lipids (which was important to discriminate between isotopic analytes), albeit at the expense of lower sensitivity of the analyses due to increased dilution of the samples.

In both cases, the effluent was channeled to the APCI ion source for detection of lipids in positive and negative ion modes (PIM and NIM, correspondingly). In PIM, the lipids were detected mostly as proton adducts, although exceedingly minor amounts of potassium, sodium, and ammonium adducts were also detected for some lipids. In NIM, acidic analytes were seen as anions of different nature, typically of adducts.

This approach proved to be rather laborious, but necessary to verify the data obtained using the PCA approach. Then, the data were exported to the EZinfo software package and further analyzed using its built-in Principal Component Analysis (PCA-X) and Orthogonal Projections to Latent Structures Discriminant Analysis (OPLS-DA) templates.

For targeted lipidomic profiling, the LC-MS data were processed in Masslynx software package. Extracted ion chromatograms (EICs) for each of specific m/z values were generated from the raw LC-MS files using 50 mDa window, smoothed (if needed) and integrated to determine the LC peak areas. The m/z values, obtained at 40,000 FWHM resolution and better than 10 mDa accuracy (typically, 1 to 7 mDa), were used to calculate the elemental composition of the analytes using the EleComp routine of the Masslynx software package. The data were obtained for all indicated analytes and compared using Student’s t-test for two groups, Y and E. This targeted approach proved to be rather laborious, but necessary to verify the data obtained using the PCA-X and OPLS-DA approaches.

RESULTS

Untargeted Lipidomic Analysis of Meibum Samples

The chemical complexity of meibum makes side-by-side comparisons of specimens of different origin to find commonalities and differentiating features challenging. Therefore, we used the PCA-X approach that required neither a prior knowledge of the chemical nature of the analytes, nor a list of specific targets for the analyses. As a first step in untargeted comparison of meibum specimens collected from young and elderly subjects, the samples were analyzed using isotropic reverse phase chromatography on a C8 column with the IPA95 eluent and APCI MS detection of the analytes in PIM (Fig. 1A). A high-resolution observation mass spectrum of a representative sample is shown in Figure 1B. As some of the signals were stronger than the others, a section of the spectrum from m/z 750 to 1,300 with weaker signals was magnified × 125 for clarity. Major lipid components of human meibum were characterized in our previous studies whose results have been summarized in several review papers and by other researchers. For readers’ convenience, a list of most prominent meibomian lipids with their corresponding m/z values is shown in Supplementary Table S1.

The following steps for data analysis were taken. First, the raw LC-MS data were imported into the Progenesis QI software package and processed, as described in the
Materials and Methods section. The initial analysis of 21 Y and 29 E samples resulted in a dataset of 50 observations (i.e. samples, all included with no rejects). The dataset was filtered to include all ions with intensities of more than 0.02% of the base peak and a peak width of 0.5 minutes and above (to exclude sporadic noise), which resulted in 393 variables (i.e. analytes with unique combinations of LC retention times and m/z values). Then, the data was normalized using total ion abundance as a common denominator. Most of the ions (~86%) were (M + H)^+ adducts, with (M + K)^+ being a distant second (~11%). Products of spontaneous in-source dehydration (M – H_2O + H)^+ accounted for ~2% of all ions, whereas (M + Na)^+ ions were present at ~0.7%. Ammonium adducts were found at ~0.2%, which was barely above the noise level.

Then, the data were exported to EZinfo software for further analyzing. Initially, the data were overviewed using the PCA-X model for a nondiscriminate cluster analysis. The following scores plot was generated (Fig. 2A) using Pareto the PCA-X model for a nondiscriminate cluster analysis. The further analyzing. Initially, the data were overviewed using magnified × 125 for clarity because of the low abundance of ions.

Targeted Analyses of Meibum Samples

Then, the data were analyzed using a discriminate OPLS-DA routine of the Progenesis QI and Pareto scaling with no transformation (Fig. 3A). The scores plot showed only a modest separation between the groups with E and Y samples grouping on the left and the right halves of the graph, correspondingly. The intragroup differences between the samples were of the same magnitude as their intergroup differences with only a rather small R2XCum[1] value of 0.2612. Note that some of the E samples overlapped with Y samples in the right quarters of the plot. With the exception of one sample, no strong outliers were detected among the rest 49 samples that were residing within the 95% Hotelling’s T2 ellipse. A Hotelling’s T2 Range plot revealed no strong outliers either (Fig. 3B).

One of the most informative and useful transformations that is used in multivariate OPLS-DA analysis is the S-Plot (Fig. 3C), which provides visual and quantitative information on loadings and their characteristics which are required for identification of potential biomarkers and discriminating factors in general. One can see that several groups of signals in the upper right and lower left quarters of the graphs had strong and statistically significant impacts on the separation of the sample groups. Signal pairs with m/z values of 1128.0660/759.7222 and 1156.0958/787.7535 were identified in earlier studies as major meibomian Chl-OHFA and their OHFA fragments, whereas signals m/z 605.6231, 631.6379, 633.6548, 659.6681, and 661.6853 are of WE nature. Variables with m/z 619.6392, 701.7168, and 729.7455 that also belong to the class of WE, on the
Figure 2. A PCA-X analysis of E and Y human meibum samples. (A) A PCA-X scores plot of 21 Y and 29 E human meibum samples analyzed in a LC-MS experiment. (B) A PCA-X Goodness of Fit plot of 21 Y and 29 E human meibum samples. Eight component model explained 86% of sample variance. (C) A PCA-X Hotelling’s T2 Range plot produced no strong outliers that would fall above the T2 Crit (95%) limit. (D) A PCA-X Distance-to-Model plot of 29 E samples (bars 1–29) and 21 Y samples (bars 22–50). (E) A PCA-X loadings plot of 21 Y and 29 E human meibum samples analyzed in a LC-MS experiment.
FIGURE 3. Targeted OPLS-DA analysis of E and Y human meibum samples. (A) An OPLS-DA scores plot of 21 Y and 29 E human meibum samples analyzed in a LC-MS experiment. (B) An OPLS-DA Hotelling’s T2 Range plot of 21 Y and 29 E human meibum samples analyzed in a LC-MS experiment produced no strong outliers that would fall above the T2 Crit (95%) limit. (C) An S-Plot plot of 21 Y and 29 E human meibum samples produced no strong outliers that would fall above the T2 Crit (95%) limit. Compounds upregulated in E samples are located in the lower left quadrant, while compounds upregulated in Y samples are located in the upper right quadrant.

other hand, had noticeable p[1] values (i.e. rather high presence in meibum), but low p(Corr)[1] values, which suggested the low statistical significance of these observations.

Several variables with m/z values of 369.5562, 369.6544, 369.8233, and 369.8800 had the same retention times of 18.83 minutes as true CE with a characteristic m/z value of 369.3519, but their signal intensities were two orders of magnitude lower than those of CE, and, thus, were deemed to be experimental artifacts of the signal m/z 369.3519 and were excluded from the list of potential biomarkers, despite their noticeable impact on the S-plot.

The rest of variables demonstrated simultaneously low fold changes and high variances, regardless of the expression levels, which made them unlikely candidates for being biomarkers related to aging.

To verify these observations, the data were organized in tabulated format using a descriptive statistics feature of the EZinfo software package (Supplementary Table S2). A summary graph of 25 most prominent analytes in Y an E meibum samples is shown in Figure 4. Although there were several analytes observed that produced statistically significant differences with P < 0.05, they were on the lower end of the graph, with major species being expressed identically in both study groups.

A E versus Y scatter plot of all 393 analytes (see Fig. 4, insert) produced a straight line with $r^2 = 0.9994$ and no outliers, illustrating an extraordinary similarity of the two types of samples. Of a hundred most prominent variables with expression values of more than 0.5% of the most intense signal in both E and Y sample groups – m/z 369.3519 of CE – only 18 had a P value of better than 0.05. Among those 18 analytes, there were several major Chl-OAHFA (such as those with m/z values of 1116.0646, 1128.0671, 1142.0836, and 1156.0968), which spontaneously produced major OAHFA fragments m/z 747.7231, 759.7223, and 787.7535. Other Chl-OAHFA/OAHFA pairs either did not meet the $P < 0.05$ threshold, or their signals were too weak for quantitation (less than 0.5% of the major signal in the spectra).

Another group of lipids that differed between the Y and E groups were WE with m/z values of 631.638, 659.668, 671.669, 717.734, and 549.559. Importantly, these WE were present in the samples with relative abundances of <6.3% of the main peak, making them minor members of the WE family. At the same time, the expression levels of 21 major saturated and mono- and diunsaturated WE (SWE,
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FIGURE 4. Targeted analysis of 25 major lipid analytes in E and Y human meibum samples. Lipids that differed between the E and Y samples with \( P < 0.05 \) are labeled with asterisks. Insert: A E vs. Y scatter plot for 393 compounds detected in Progenesis QI. Note the absence of outliers and a high \( r^2 \) value.

FIGURE 5. Comparison of degrees of meibomian WE unsaturation in E and Y study groups. Aggregate expression levels of saturated (SWE), monounsaturated (MUWE), and diunsaturated WE (DUWE) in Y and E human meibum samples are shown. The graph is based on apparent abundances of the analytes determined in direct LC-MS experiments. None of the groups produced any statistically significant differences with \( P < 0.05 \). The sum of SWE, MUWE, and DUWE for each study group equals 100%.

MUWE, and DUWE, correspondingly) of human meibum – \( m/z \) 563.5763, 565.5920, 577.5920, 579.6076, 591.6076, 593.6233, 603.6076, 605.6233, 607.6389, 617.6233, 619.6389, 621.6545, 631.6389, 633.6545, 635.6702, 645.6545, 647.6702, 649.6858, 659.6702, 661.6858, 663.7015, 673.6858, 701.7171, and 729.7484 – did not differ between the Y and E samples (Supplementary Table S2). An aggregate graph for various groups of WE (Fig. 5) illustrates our finding that their levels of expression were the same in both study groups.

Importantly, “relative abundance” of ions – a standard parameter that is used in mass spectrometry to describe the spectra – depends not only on the concentrations of the analytes of interest, but also on their ionization efficiency in given conditions and differs from class to class, or even from compound to compound within the same class. It makes it possible to calculate fold changes (or intersample differences) for specific compounds in different groups of samples, but may not accurately represent the true molar ratios of analytes of different types. Thus, we attempted a more targeted approach that utilized a set of chemical standards – SWE and MUWE – and compared them with matching meibomian WE. First, four pairs of SWE and MUWE with matching carbon chain lengths were analyzed in identical LC-MS conditions as an equimolar mixture, and their EIC were integrated to determine the LC-MS peak areas (Fig. 6A). Then, the SWE and MUWE matching pairs of the same carbon chain length were compared, and their peak area ratios were computed. It appeared that the LC-MS peak areas of all tested MUWE were consistently and substantially larger than those of matching equimolar SWE, with an average correction factor of times (11.9 ± 1.2) for all four pairs (Fig. 6B). This correction factor was applied to eight meibomian WE with the same \( m/z \) values as the WE standards, and the actual, corrected SWE/MUWE molar ratios were calculated and combined to produce Figure 6C. It was determined that the actual molar ratios of these eight WE did not differ between E and Y group enough to reach the level of statistical significance, and the overall SWE/MUWE balance was the same for both age groups. Last, aggregate SWE/MUWE ratios for E and Y samples were calculated (Fig. 6D) and the Student’s \( t \)-test was performed. The difference between the study groups did not reach the level of statistical significance (\( P = 0.185 \)). Therefore, no difference in the degrees of unsaturation of Meibomian WE between E and Y groups could be claimed.

Next, CE and Chl-OAHFA were analyzed using their common analytical fragment \( m/z \) 369.3519 and analyte-specific \((M + H)^+\) adducts. The EICs of the \( m/z \) 369.3519 fragment (\( M + FA + H \)^+ produced 15 major chromatographic peaks of CE (Fig. 7A), whereas EIC of \((M + H)^+\) adducts – just one major peak per specific \( m/z \) and a few minor ones (Fig. 7B), which were identified on a case to case basis as isotopic peaks of related CE with different degrees of unsaturation, structural isomers of the major compound,
FIGURE 6. C$_{18}$-LC/APCI PIM MS analysis of wax esters. (A) Superimposed extracted ion chromatograms of WE ions m/z 591.61 (C$_{40}$H$_{79}$O$_2$; monounsaturated; upper trace) and m/z 593.62 (C$_{40}$H$_{81}$O$_2$; saturated; lower trace) obtained using a mixture of authentic chemical standards (50 μM each; injection volume 0.5 μL). Retention times (RT; in minutes) and peak areas (in arbitrary units) are shown at the tops of each peak. A small peak of the ion m/z 593.62 with a RT of around 19.52 min is produced by a third isotopic peak (M + 2 + H)$^+$ of the monounsaturated WE whose main (M + H)$^+$ has the same RT of 19.52 minutes. The second LC-MS peak with a RT of 22.47 min is the (M + H)$^+$ peak of the saturated WE. (B) LC-MS peak areas of eight authentic WE analyzed as an equimolar mixture. Note a much higher instrument response for monounsaturated WE. An average correction factor for all four pairs was calculated to be $11.9 \pm 1.2$. (C) The LC-MS peak ratios for four matching pairs of saturated and unsaturated Meibomian WE. (D) Aggregate SWE/MUWE ratios for E and Y groups of subjects were computed for the same pairs of Meibumian WE. No statistically significant differences in their overall degrees of unsaturation were found.

FIGURE 7. C$_{18}$-LC/APCI PIM MS analysis of cholesteryl esters of a representative human meibum sample. (A) Free cholesterol (Chl) and 15 cholesteryl esters peaks detected by monitoring ion m/z 369.3519. Peaks are labeled as Chl (free cholesterol) and 1 through 15 (CE). (B) Extracted ion chromatogram of a proton adduct of C$_{28:1}$-CE (m/z 791.7640).
or unrelated isobaric compounds. Integration of (M + H – FA)$^+$ and (M + H)$^+$ peaks revealed no statistically significant differences between E and Y study groups (Fig. 8A). Similar results were obtained upon analyzing nine major (M + H)$^+$ adducts of CE (Fig. 8B), with only two compounds being expressed at slightly different levels.

Major Chl-OAHFA, identified as potential biomarkers in the S-plot (see Fig. 3C), were analyzed in a similar fashion using integration of EIC of specific analytes (Fig. 9A). The analytes routinely produced more than one LC-MS peaks, such as two peaks shown in Figure 9A. The major peak with the retention time (RT) of 44.02 minutes was the true diunsaturated Chl-OAHFA with m/z 1128.0671, whereas the smaller peak with RT of 41.98 minutes was produced by a third isotopic peak (M + H + 2)$^+$ of a triunsaturated Chl-OAHFA with m/z 1126.0510. Thus, using C18-LC/APCI PIM MS provided a convenient way of baseline separation of these and similar lipid species, for their reliable quantitation. EIC of ions m/z 369.35 visualized the RT of (M – OAHFA + H)$^+$ adducts (characteristic of all Chl-OAHFA; Fig. 9B), whereas ion m/z 759.72 – of its (M – Chl + H)$^+$ fragment (Fig. 9C). After integration of EIC of all major (M + H)$^+$ LC-MS peaks, the following ratios of Chl-OAHFA was found (Fig. 9D). Importantly, only two compounds were found to be expressed at different levels which reached the threshold of $P < 0.05$. The rest of the compounds changed with no discernible pattern at statistically insignificant levels.
FIGURE 10. Targeted analysis of major lipid classes in E and Y human meibum samples conducted in LC-MS experiments in positive ion mode. Normalized data are shown. Total abundance within each group equals 100%. The only group of lipids that showed a statistically significant difference was DiAD ($P = 0.003$).

The effects of aging on polar lipids (cholesterol sulfate and OAHFA) were also studied, but revealed no statistically significant difference ($P = 0.405$) with an average standard deviation of $\pm 21\%$ of the mean values (not shown). Detailed analysis of these compounds is to be reported separately.

All major classes of lipids in E and Y samples that were detected in positive ion mode were compared groupwise (Fig. 10). Again, the samples demonstrated remarkable inter- and intragroup consistency, with the only group reaching the level of statistical significance being DiAD ($P = 0.003$).

However, the difference in total DiAD between E and Y groups was rather small and DiAD themselves were a smaller group of lipids compared with WE and CE. No exact quantitation of DiAD was possible due to the lack of proper standards.

Finally, an attempt was made to associate meibomian lipid profiles of 36 Japanese subjects with their FBUT. The subjects were divided into 4 groups that differed in their FBUT times – (1) $\geq 5$ seconds to $<6$ seconds; (2) $\geq 6$ seconds to $<8$ seconds; (3) $\geq 8$ seconds to $<10$ seconds; and (4) $\geq 10$ seconds, and the meibum samples were analyzed using PCA-X approach (Fig. 11). All 393 analytes were included in the calculations. The analysis showed strongly overlapping groups with no clear clusters of samples, implying that the minor variations in the lipid composition of the samples described above had little effect on FBUT. Moreover, the values of FBUT for the Y group were 8.2 seconds $\pm 2.3$ seconds (mean $\pm$ standard deviation; $n = 18$), whereas for the E group they were 7.9 seconds $\pm 2.9$ seconds ($n = 18$). A very high $P$ value of 0.7 indicated that there was no statistically significant difference in the FBUT between the study groups, according to the $t$-test.

DISCUSSION

It has been reported that the aging is the contributing factor for the MGD.1,42 With aging, MG change morphologically26 and meibocyte differentiation decreases,2 which presumably leads to quantitative and qualitative changes in meibomian lipid composition resulting in MGD.43 In our current project, we focused primarily on the evaluation of the lipid composition of E and Y meibum samples, leaving other aspects of meibogenesis for future studies.

FIGURE 11. Untargeted PCA-X analysis of lipid profiles revealed no clear grouping of samples based on the subjects’ FBUT times. The groups were as follows: group 1 – FBUT 6 seconds and below (orange dots; $n = 10$); group 2 – between 6 seconds and 8 seconds (green dots; $n = 10$); group 3 – between 8 seconds and 10 seconds (red dots; $n = 8$); group 4 – above 10 seconds (yellow dots; $n = 8$). Two outliers were detected in the latter group. Model used: dataset of 36 samples $\times$ 393 variables; Pareto scaling; no transformation applied; 2 components; variance explained – R2X(Cum), 44%.
Our data obtained for major meibomian lipids and lipid classes in LC-MS experiments showed no discernible differences between E and Y samples (see Figs. 4–10). Certain variations that were identified by PCA-X and OPLS-DA methods in, correspondingly, the Loading plot and S-plot (see Figs. 2, 3), such as changes in the ratios of some Chl-OAHFA, were statistically significant, but minimal (see Figs. 4, 9), and did not concern major lipid species. Thus, the physiological impact of those changes is expected to be rather small, if any.

We specifically evaluated the elongation patterns of major meibomian lipids, but did not observe any systematic changes between E and Y study groups: Their carbon chain lengths were identical, which contradicts earlier claims with regard to shortening the lipid carbon chains with aging. Similarly, no differences in the degree of unsaturation between E and Y samples (see Figs. 4–6, 8–10) were detected. As our study groups did not include infants and children, we could not verify earlier observations with regard to their meibomian lipids being longer and more saturated, but no such effect was found in our 29 ± 5 and 68 ± 7 years old study groups.

As we have already reported when comparing meibum samples from Asians and Caucasians, humans and mouse males and females, pre- and post-treatment patients with DE, and on other occasions, normal intersubject variability in the lipid composition of meibum for any study group was typically between 5% and 25% of the mean values for any given lipid (or ≤18%, on average, as shown in Supplementary Table S2), and was changing randomly with no specific pattern. Noticeable effects of race on composition of meibum that had been previously reported for Asians and Caucasians were downplayed later on in a publication by the same team, and proven to be virtually nonexistent in our recent publication. Similarly, no noticeable effects of sex were observed for human and mouse meibum, although the menstrual cycle may have an impact on the overall fatty acid (FA) balance in human meibomian lipids.

The conclusion about high similarities between meibum samples from different donors is supported by our analysis of the gene expression profiles in MG of humans and mice, which showed only minor inter-donor variability.
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The conclusion about high similarities between meibum samples from different donors is supported by our analysis of the gene expression profiles in MG of humans and mice, which showed only minor inter-donor variability.


